Business Aviation Access Issues

•

Good day, pleased to address this esteemed group.

•

Like to cover business aviation access issues to India
and identify some proposed best practices to support
and regulate this significant economic growth tool.
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Business Aviation Access Issues
•

Reduce time requirement for landing and over‐flight approvals
( consider a blanket or multiple operation system )

•

Improved Processing of Formalities, ( Customs & Immigration )h

•

A More Favorable Climate for Purchase and Operation of
Business Aircraft ( taxation and regulation )
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Business Aviation Access Issues
•

Develop A Process Allowing Easier Ramp Side Access for
Business Aircraft Pilots and Support Personnel

•

Develop Guidelines for the Regulation and Support of Business
Aviation

¾

business Aviation is a different
b
d ff
industry
d
totally
ll than
h commerciall aviation
‐ make distinctions where appropriate, e.g. separate facilities in major metros
‐ separate license or approval to handle business aviation
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About Universal Weather and Aviation, Inc.
•

•
•
•
•

•

Founded in 1959 by Tom Evans, Universal
is recognized as the industry pioneer of
trip
p support
pp services
Averaging 2,000 international trips per
month
More than 2
2.5
5 million global trip legs
facilitated
Voted #1 in the Professional Pilot PRASE
survey 18 times
Universal Aviation ground support in 20
countries. Supporting flights to India since
1974
150 million gallons uplifted annually
through the UVair® Fuel Program

Universal Founder Tom Evans

Value: successful trips

Pre‐planning and
aircraft departure
• Trip itinerary consulting
• Permits / clearances /
overflights
• Ground handling /
customs and immigration
- Ground transportation
- Security
- Fuel arrangements
- Catering
- Credit
- Hotels
• Weather briefings
• Flight planning
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In‐flight

Aircraft arrival

Post trip

• Weather updates
• Manage changes to
schedule
• Flight following

• Ensure all arrangements are
executed from pre‐planning
• Fuel aircraft; cleaning and
lavatoryy services
• Change management

• Follow‐up and debrief
• Online invoices
• VAT recovery

Growth!
•

Asia is now the leader in business aircraft purchases –
more new investment and business aircraft will come
from Asia.

•

More than 50% of business aircraft are now sold to
the international marketplace.
marketplace

•

China and India are the leaders
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Growth of Business Aviation in India!
OEM’s expect significant growth
• BAOA India estimates 3 fold growth by 2020
• Mr. Jindal of Jindal Steel has supported his beliefs in
the importance of Indian business aviation sponsoring
BAOA with a significant financial sponsorship.
Add
Addressing
i the
th currentt climate
li t ffor b
business
i
aviation,
i ti
Quoting ‐
“We are too conservative, we need to make it more
easy”
•
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Growth!

Will Lack of Support Limit Growth ?

•

Difficult access does and will continue to limit foreign
p
deals and investment to India!
business operations,

•

Similar restrictions that affect international business
aviation to India also limits Indian business aviation
from having easier and more timely access to
international markets!
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BAOA is a Member of IBAC
International non‐government, non‐profit organization
g
based in Montreal in the ICAO building.
• Represents business operators (including on‐demand
charter operators) at ICAO and in international
forums.
• Manages the IS
IS‐BAO
BAO Program
•

–

The International Standard for Business Aircraft Operations (IS‐BAO),
developed by the International Business Aviation Council (IBAC) and its
member associations, is a code of best practices designed to help flight
departments worldwide achieve high levels of safety and professionalism.

International Business Aviation Council
•

•

•

The International Business Aviation Council (IBAC) is a Council of business aviation
associations from around the world. Governance is established through the IBAC
Governing Board, with representation from each of the Member Associations.
IBAC is an international, non‐governmental association which represents, promotes
and protects the interests of business aviation in international policy and regulatory
forums. IBAC was founded on 15 June 1981 at a meetingg in London;; it was
incorporated as the International Business Aviation Council, Ltd. in the District of
Columbia as a non‐profit corporation on 25 June 1981. Its Bylaws were ratified 14
September 1981 in Anaheim, CA.
IBAC represents the interests of business aviation worldwide. IBAC is an International
Non‐Governmental Organization (INGO) with permanent observer status with the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), the UN Specialized Agency for
aviation matters. IBAC’s Secretariat is based in the ICAO headquarters building in
Montreal Canada.

IBAC Member Associations

Clearance Processing
•

Difficulties with 7 working days notice for landing and
y notice for over‐flight
g clearance
3 workingg days
processing.

•

Landing clearance submitted on a Friday will typically
not be approved until 10 or 11 days later
later.

•

An over‐flight submitted on a Friday will typically not
be approved until 5 or 6 days later.
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Clearance Processing
•

Severely limits planning and schedule changes in this
g g business climate.
ever‐changing

•

India is in the middle of the crossroads of Asia.
Asia

•

Industry is very willing to support a process whereby
DGAC and authorities receive all the data they require
to issue some type of blanket or multiple entry
approval.
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Customs and Immigration
•

Customs and Immigration processing is too time consuming and
ever changing.

•

2‐hour plus processing is not unusual.

•

Globally the norm is 1 hour or less.

•

Industry is looking to save time and difficulty and is happy to
support methods which would ensure authorities are able to
inspect and do their due diligence in shorter time. One method
g
staff for business
would be dedicated customs and immigration
aviation at major airports.
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Access to Ramp and Facilities
•

Ramp access for flight crew on a non‐flight day is hugely
difficult.

•

Several days to weeks is sometimes required.

•

Our own experience as a handling supervisor is also quite
cumbersome with days required to get a ramp pass that is valid
for only 3 days and generally is only issued in Delhi for all
airports in India
India. We operate all over the world at all major
airports where we do not have this difficulty and have long‐
p
term passes.
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Business Aviation Facilities

Fueling stop

Hangar rampside

Curbside elevation

Rampside elevation
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Business Aviation Facilities

Lounge and reception counter

Hangar interior

Pilot’s lounge

Pilot’s lounge

Flight Plan Filing
•

Pilots in most cases must go to Air Traffic to file flight
plans and obtain ADC and FIC clearances. This is not
p
required in virtually any other country.

•

Electronic means or use of an authorized
representative should be considered.
considered
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Customer Experiences
•

Honeywell:
–
–
–

–
–
–
–

“Earlier this year we flew into Mumbai. Our aircraft had a hydraulic problem that had to be
repaired.
repaired
The aircraft could not continue on our business schedule.
We wanted to dispatch another aircraft from our Morristown base to continue our
Executives trip,
trip however due to the 7 working day requirement for landing clearance we
could not obtain a clearance and were not sure how to complete our mission.
Finally with the support of our Government Affairs people and the assistance of U.S.
Ambassador Roemer,, we were able to gget a clearance.
This delay caused the need to hire a charter for our Executives.
We sent one of our senior mechanics from the U.S. to Mumbai to oversee repairs and we
were never able to obtain an airport pass for him to access the aircraft.
We travel globally all the time and do not experience these types of delays and limitations
anywhere else.”

Customer Experiences
•

Xerox:
–

“I flew there in September and here are the issues we had:
• Visas complicated and would be nice to not require them for crew or at least make it easier somehow
(invitation letters, process, etc…)
• India holiday’s frequently make trip planning, landing permit, parking permit and visas difficult to
obtain
• Adding or Deleting passengers seem to be an issue and we are always worried by adding or deleting a
pax we will lose all previous authorizations
• Departing the airport – seems to be a very lengthy process, we arrived 3 hours early in Delhi and still
took‐off 30 minutes late!
• Arriving at the airport – it seems most pilots try to plan to arrive overhead the airport with excess fuel
because you can get 1 hour holding due to traffic saturation…we didn’t experience this, but we did try
to plan for it!”

Customer Experiences
•

General Electric:
“The overall sense I get is bureaucracy clogging things up…
– My dispatchers and crews tell me that the flight plan filing process is very cumbersome with
several government hoops that do not exist elsewhere.
– From what I gather in the industry, the leadership of many OEMs say it is actually easier to
ship something from outside India to India than within….
within It just takes too long to get parts
and support to the spot where they are needed!
– That has actually held up some OEMs from placing a parts depot there.”
–

Customer Experiences
•

Qualcomm
–
–
–

“A few months ago we flew to Tel Aviv. Due to a last‐minute strike, we needed to depart Tel Aviv
immediately.
immediately
The next destination was Hyderabad, but because of the advance entry permission requirement (and the
refusal of a waiver or even an earlier arrival) we had to sit in Larnaca for two days.
It would have been preferable to spend those two days in India conducting business and spending money
there!
h !
We are of the understanding that there is a mandatory requirement of 7 working days to grant
permissions for landing private aircraft in India. We have tried to get waivers, but have never been
awarded one. General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) in India has refused all landing permissions with less than 7
days advance notice.
On July 22nd we received a request to send an aircraft from Washington Dulles to Delhi, India on July
25th. We were unable to obtain a permit from India to accomplish the requested itinerary and optimal
route due to the short notice ((under the required
q
7 days).
y ) We opted
p
to flyy to Dubai and have the
passengers immediately transfer to a commercial flight to Delhi, returning from Delhi two days later for
the return trip to the US.

Typical Processing Times for Clearances
Country

Landing

Overflight

Dubai

2 workingg days
y

No Permit Required
q

Saudi Arabia

3 working days

3 working days

Bangladesh

3 working days

3 working days

China

3 working days*

3 working days*

UK

Not required

Not required

France

Not required

Not required

Singapore

Not required**

Not required**

* China’s AIP defines 7 working days. Typically processing time is 3 days
** for ICAO member States having diplomatic relations with Singapore
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Typical Processing Times for Clearances
•

United States
–
–
–

Private non‐revenue flights: No Permits required
Department off Homeland
l d Security: TSA Waiver – depending
d
d on a/c
/ weight
h & point
of origin
Non‐U.S. registered a/c international flight
•

Single Trip(s) Waiver
Valid 89 days
– Multiple operations in 89 days
– Updates
U d
on schedule
h d l or persons onboard
b d require
i updating.
d i TTypically
i ll no additional
ddi i
l
processing time for updates.
‐ Initial applications 5 working days required, often approved in less time
–

Single Destination International Landings – No TSA Waiver needed
• Multiple aircraft (fleet) & operations with 89‐day validity.
Same process timing as defined above ‐
•
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On Behalf of These Esteemed Organizations

The Benefits and Best Practices for
Business Aviation

• Reduced Time Frame for Approval of Landing and Over‐flight Clearances (consider
a blanket or multiple operation system)
• Improved Processing of Formalities, (Customs & Immigration) this is Best Done via
Dedicated Terminals or FBOs
• A More Favorable
bl Climate
l
f Purchase
for
h
and
d Operation off Business Aircraft
f
(taxation and regulation)
• Develop A Process Allowing Easier Ramp Side Access for Business Aircraft Pilots
and
d Support
S
t Personnel
P
l
• Develop Guidelines for the Regulation and Support of Business Aircraft
(commercial aviation and business aviation are totally different )
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BUSINESS AIRCRAFT OPERATORS ASSOCIATION

The Benefits and Best Practices for Business
The Benefits and Best Practices for
Aviation
Business Aviation
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